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Iacobucci HF Aerospace: the art to enhance the journey on
board a business jet.
October 21st, 2014 – Ferentino (FR) ITALY. Iacobucci HF Aerospace is pleased to display at this year NBAA
event (Booth 3081), its new line of high quality, comfortable, Italian style VIP seats together with top of
the art, bespoke business jet's galley inserts; products designed to enhance the passenger life on board a
corporate jet - seat line-up includes 5 different seat models, 16G certified, installable in different aircraft
model and cabin configuration - galley inserts range for private jets includes the best espresso makers in
the market and the revolutionary induction oven, the only one available in the industry to prepare freshly
made dishes in the sky: must haves' for private jet customers.

The Italian company Iacobucci HF Aerospace offers private jet customers personalized & integrated cabin solutions
that go beyond quality and performance: elegant, customized, functional cabin solutions and products - made in Italy that enhance tangible and intangible benefits of private jet world such as luxury and exclusivity. An internal division of
qualified professionals creates and develops products for the business jet market only, responding to an increasing
demand of product customization and changing market environment. Marketers, designers and engineers, collaborating
openly with business jet customers, turn concepts and ideas into premium products of superior quality, performance,
style and details. As proof of recognition, most VIP aircraft, presidential, royal fleet jets and most important OEMs have
already installed Iacobucci HF Aerospace inserts and seats on board their business aircraft.
The seating product line, the latest to join the successful company products portfolio now represents a key business
division for the company. From the first prototype designed in collaboration with Designworks USA, BMW Group,
presented at NBAA in 2010, Iacobucci HF Aerospace seating business has quickly found a position in the market of
VIP seats and a number of customers have already installed its innovative VIP seating products. Collaborating with the
company designers and engineers, customers are able to define and purchase unique products with the highest quality
and comfort for an exclusive and premium experience on board.
Working on large business jets projects, the company has designed and certified a full line of VIP shell seats, a Single,
a Double and a Super Lounge seat with ottoman which can be offered in different configurations, functions, styles and
finishing. These products offer top comfort, innovative features, different optional to choose from, providing the highest
level of personalization in response to customers' need and expectations. The company's seats in display at NBAA 2014
will be the Venezia Super Lounge Seat, Roma Double Seat with full shell, electromechanically operated, in addition
to the Single Mechanical Seat, Alba and the Double mechanical Seat, Portofino.
The range is completed by the latest seat model developed and realized in collaboration with PIAGGIO Aero for the new
Avanti EVO model. The seats, made for medium size jet, are electromechanically operated and provide superior comfort
thanks to flexible back and headrests and extendable leg rest.
At the show we will have on display the complete range of Iacobucci HF Aerospace Espresso machines and
coffee makers specifically designed for business aircrafts. Since 1994, the company's supplies VIP customers with the
best machines in the market to serve creamy Italian espresso and cappuccino or American coffee on board their private
aircraft. The single or double Espresso & Cappuccino Makers (28V and 115V variable frequency) are developed to be
easy to use and extremely reliable overtime. The range of coffee makers includes HFA successful line both with external
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tank or connected to aircraft water system. Thanks to the patented heat exchange system all machines drew the best
coffee in the market, a delicious taste experience of coffee on board

NBAA 2014 will also be the perfect occasion for customers to find out more about the incredible potentials of the
Iacobucci HF Aerospace Gusto Oven, the first and only induction oven series for business aircrafts and large jets to
cook five stars dishes in the sky. Come for a demo of the oven: the on board cooking revolution in aerospace industry.
Besides its functionalities which allows to prepare fresh meals like in a five star restaurant on board a jet, the patented
induction system technology is safer, as the oven is not hot in any of its parts during operation and allows a quicker for
food re-heating service. Gusto has been developed for fresh on board preparation and is suitable for roasting fish and
meat or either toasting, grilling and steaming every king of food. The induction oven is already successfully installed on
board many private jets and represents a further step of the company which continues to launch innovative products to
improve the life of passengers on board an aircraft.

About Iacobucci HF Aerospace
The company is worldwide leader in the development, production and distribution of galley inserts, trolleys and Seating
products for both commercial and business aviation. The company boasts a consolidated experience in the design,
production, certification and maintenance of Espresso Makers, Coffee Makers, Water Heaters, Trash compactors,
Induction ovens, Cooking stations, Trolleys, Standard units, Seating products, accessories and consumables. With over
40 years of experience in the aviation industry and a strong focus on product innovation, over the past 10 years, the
company has expanded largely its business, product portfolio and production capacity to better serve its loyal
customers. Thanks to its premium, made in Italy, durable and innovative products range and its best in-class customer
service, the company is the 1st choice among elite Airlines and private jet customers throughout the world. The
Company is present in the main international markets through direct offices and local representatives in key Countries
in addition to a professional network of repair and maintenance authorized stations in the 5 continents.
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